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Ahstract-A great challenge in UHF RFID systems consists
of increasing their operating range. In this work, a circuit
topology consisting of a reflection amplifier and a passive coupler
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is proposed to both amplify the input signal to the tag as
well as the backscattered signal towards the reader. System
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analysis is provided to estimate the performance requirements
of the proposed circuit. The amplifier is optimized in order
to maximize its gain while minimizing its dissipated power,
thus allowing for low-power operation by using ambient energy
harvesting devices such as solar cells. The circuit is compatible
with commercial UHF RFID tags and is implemented using

Port 2

low-cost inkj et printing fabrication. Prototypes of the various
circuit components are fabricated and evaluated demonstrating
the feasibility of the proposed system. Interesting results are

Fig. 1. Enhanced range passive RFID tag.

showcased for tag efficiency improvement through such non
conventional front-end designs.

Index Terms-UHF RFID, range increase, low-power, reflection
amplifier, inkj et printing.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Passive UHF Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a
low cost technology which has numerous applications in retail
and logistics [1]. Due to the capability of introducing sensing
functionality to RFID tags with little or no degradation in
their power dissipation, by utilizing concepts such as passive
antenna sensing and taking advantage of novel 'smart' thin
film materials such as carbon nanotubes, graphene oxides
and others [2], [3], UHF RFID systems are currently being
considered for a number of additional applications related
to monitoring in agriculture, security and food industries.
RFID technology presents itself as an excellent candidate for
implementing the Internet of Things.
On one hand, remote powering of passive UHF RFID tags
using wireless power transmission through a reader circuit is
an exciting feature of the technology eliminating the necessity
of batteries. On the other hand, the need to remotely power
the utilized RFID chips, which typically have sensitivities
of -20dBm to -16dBm, by a reader signal of 4W EIRP,
limits the practical tag operating range to a few meters [1].
Consequently, methods for increasing the range of such tags
by exploring ambient energy harvesting technologies are of
particular interest, since the increase in reading range has a
direct effect in reducing the associated cost related to the
number of required readers to cover large areas. Previous work
has proposed the use of solar energy harvesting to power UHF
RFID tags, as an auxiliary DC power supply [4], or as an

additional RF signal by efficiently converting the DC power
from the solar cells to RF [5]. Recently, interesting techniques
of range increase have been also presented, by exploiting non
conventional reader architectures for backscatter radiolRFID
systems [6].
In this work, a circuit consisting of a reflection amplifier
and a power splitter is proposed to amplify both the reader
signal at the input of a commercial UHF RFID chip, and the
backscattered signal towards the reader. The dissipated power
of the amplifier is minimized in order to be effectively powered
for example by low cost solar cells and under low illumination
conditions. A reflection amplifier [7] and a dual reflection
transmission amplifier [8] have been proposed for semi-passive
RFID tags operating at 5.8 GHz and 5.25 GHz respectively,
without setting strong constraints to the amplifier dissipation.
It is noted that in [8] modulation at the amplifier output is
achieved by controlling (switching on and oft) the amplifier
bias. In this work, the impedance switching of the RFID chip
itself acts as a load modulator to the amplifier, changing the
overall system reflection coefficient r at the antenna port. This
sets the proposed circuit directly compatible with commercial
passive RFID tag chips. In the following sections, the proposed
system analysis is presented, followed by the design of the
various passive components and the amplifier. Inkjet printing
is used to fabricate low cost prototypes that are evaluated to
demonstrate the feasibility of the design.
II.

SY STEM ANALY SIS

The proposed tag consists of an antenna, a power splitter,
a reflection amplifier which can be powered by a solar cell
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circularly polarized reader antenna and linearly polarized tag
antenna lead to a polarization mismatch of X = 0.5. Using the
Friis transmission formula for free space
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Fig. 2. Effect of coupling factor on system performance for amplifier gain
G = lOdB.
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Fig. 3. Effect of amplifier gain on system performance for insertion loss aud
coupling factor equal to 3dB.

and voltage regulator, and an RFID chip (Fig. 1). A simple
system analysis setup has been created in Agilent ADS based
on Fig. 1 and the effects of the amplifier gain and coupling
factor have been investigated. Fig. 2 shows the effect of the
coupling factor in the system s-parameters for amplifier gain
of G = lOdE. Maximum power is delivered to the RFID chip
when the coupling factor is equal to the insertion loss (C =
IL = 3dB). Furthermore, a minimum amplifier gain of IL + C
(dB) is required, in order for the circuit to have a performance
gain over a standard passive tag circuit. This is shown in Fig. 3
for C = IL = 3dB.
Let one consider an operating frequency of 900 MHz, a
reader transmit power of PT = 1W and a circularly polarized
reader antenna with gain GT = 6dB (in total, 4W EIRP).
Furthermore, let one consider a tag chip, with sensitivity
Pth = -18dBm, matched (transmission coefficient T = 1)
to a linearly polarized tag antenna of gain GR = OdE. The

PTGTGR

T

Pth

X

'

(1)

one can estimate that the tag can be activated at a distance of
9.42m. The proposed tag circuit assuming an amplifier with
gain G = lOdB and IL = C = 3dB, leads to a 531 = 4dB
(Fig. 2), which effectively reduces the tag sensitivity to -22
dBm and its activation range to 11.86 m; this corresponds to
a range increase of 25.9%.
To increase the range of a tag, its bit-error-rate (BER) at the
reader has to be minimized for a given reader-emitted power.
In [9] it is shown that the tag BER at the reader is directly
related to the reflection coefficient 'distance'
(2)
where fo is the reflection coefficient at the antenna terminal
when the tag input impedance is Zo (i.e. bit '0' ) and f1
is the reflection coefficient when the tag input impedance is
Z1, respectively. A usual case is that passive RFID tags are
matched for bit '0' (Zo = Z�) and shorted for bit ' l' (Zl = 0)
[10]. Za is the antenna input impedance, and Z� is its complex
conjugate. In this case, fo = 0 and f1 = 1, based on the
formula [11]:
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According to the aforementioned, the reflection coefficient
difference amplitude for passive RFID tags is l�fI = 1. Thus,
to achieve a performance gain, a distance greater than unity
has to be achieved, through the use of the proposed topology.
III.

PASSIVE CIRCUIT DESIGN

A Wilkinson power divider has been designed for interfac
ing the RFID chip, reflection amplifier, and system antenna.
The divider is designed for transferring power from the system
antenna to the reflection amplifier, then from the reflection
amplifier to the tag chip and vice versa. The power divider
is simulated in HFSS and then fabricated with inkjet printed
technology. Four layers of conductive silver ink are printed on
low-cost photo paper substrate to achieve high conductivity
of the structure (Fig. 4). The S-parameters of the fabricated
Wilkinson power divider have been measured with a lab vector
network analyzer (VNA) end exported for post-processing.
A simple antenna is also designed and implemented with
conductive ink on photo paper. The antenna is a monopole
tuned at 915 MHz and has a return loss better than 15dB
between 895MHz and 942MHz. The tag chip utilized in the
design is also mounted on paper substrate along with an
LC matching network to transform its complex impedance to
the system characteristic impedance of 50n. The measured
sensitivity of the matched tag chip is -16dBm. The monopole
antenna and the tag chip with the corresponding matching
network prototypes can be seen in Fig. 4.
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TABLE I
REFLECTION AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT COMPONENT VALUES.

Component

Antenna
Fig. 4. Inkjet printed prototypes.

IV.

REFLECTION

I

Value

II

Component

56pF

LeI + Le2

130nH

Ls

lSnH

Lg

lSnH

Cp

l.2pF

Cg

l.OpF

Cp2

l.SpF

Rs

12kfl

--50dBm:715uA
--40dBm:716uA
--30dBm:730uA
- -20dBm:805uA
- -10dBm:1.15mA
- OdBm:2.19mA

25
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m
�
(J)�

Value

Cs

AMPLIFIER

The reflection amplifier circuit is obtained by first designing
an oscillator circuit using harmonic balance analysis and
subsequently properly biasing it in order to present negative
resistance without fulfilling the necessary conditions to start
oscillating. The various components of the original oscillator
circuit are tuned using large signal S-parameter simulation in
order to maximize the amplifier gain at a desired frequency
and input power. The circuit diagram of the reflection amplifier
is shown in Fig. 5 and the various component values are
listed in Table I. The implemented circuit can be seen in
Fig. 4, where all lumped components have been placed on
paper substrate. To guarantee that the implemented reflection
amplifier is biased properly so that it does not oscillate, its
output is observed with a real-time spectrum analyzer, while
modifying its bias voltage. The maximum DC bias applied
is O.S3V before the amplifier starts oscillating. The amplifier
draws SOOpA at -20dBm input power, corresponding to a
dissipation of 664p,W. This power is sufficiently low to be ob
tained using ambient energy harvesting [4], [5], [12]. Thus, the
implemented amplifier is practical for use in low power RFID
applications. The amplifier gain is measured using a vector
network analyzer (VNA) at the SOOMHz-1.2GHz frequency
region. The measured S11 values are provided in Fig. 6, where
it can be seen that the amplifier gain is approximately 8dB for
an input power as high as -20dBm, while it may reach up to
29dB for an input power as low as -50dBm. This high gain
operation can be beneficial at long ranges, where the power
induced at the tag antenna is very low.
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Fig. 6. Reflection amplifier gain as a function of the input power level.

V PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT

The improvement in performance of an RFID system can
be evaluated by comparing the reflection coefficient difference
amplitude l�fI between the proposed system topology and a
classic tag-antenna system that does not include any amplifier.
An ADS model has been built to compare among the two
systems. For including all realistic system losses and mis
matches, the VNA-measured S-parameters for the reflection
amplifier and Wilkinson divider have been imported to the
model (Fig. 7). For the conventional RFID tag, an antenna
terminal is interfaced directly to a load that is either matched
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Fig. 7. Compared tag front-end models. Left: proposed system with reflection
amplifier. Right: conventional tag.
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commercial RFID tag chips and can operate using ambient
energy harvesting devices. The system components have been
fully implemented on paper substrate using inkjet printed
technology to demonstrate the low-cost nature of the proposed
design. It has been shown that with this low-cost system an
improvement to the reflection coefficient difference amplitude
of the tag can be achieved. The latter is a parameter directly
related to the BER at the reader, thus affecting the operating
range of a tag. The proposed system appears to have a
strong potential for efficiency improvement of backscatter
radiolRFlD tags and opens a field for research on careful
design and optimization of non-conventional, enhanced-range
RF tag front-ends. The system presented in this work could
consist a perfect candidate for combining with recent work
on the backscatter communication field for non-conventional
reader architectures, to achieve even larger improvements on
tag operating ranges.
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